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QUALITY & FITMENT 
GUARANTEED PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES 

Get more 
from your parts. 

ACM Parts range of quality assured Aftermarket parts guarantee 
material, fitment, and functionality, offering peace of mind when 
selecting an Aftermarket part. This range includes collision parts, 
lighting, and cooling components to suit a large range of major 
makes and models. 

ACM’s Aftermarket range is focused on quality and reliability. 
You can rely on every part to meet all the OEM lifecycle 
performance standards — offering repairers an easy, fast, 
and cost-effective solution for sourcing parts. 

The ACM Aftermarket range currently includes; 
collision parts, cooling and lighting products, 
including bumpers, doors, grills, fenders, tailgates, 
radiators, intercoolers, condensers and headlights, 
and will continue to expand. 

Each part has been individually verified to ensure 
fitment, functionality, and quality. To guarantee 
this before production each of the collision parts 
undergoes thorough fitment testing. This process 
includes the use of a ‘Creaform MetraSCAN’ scanner 
to build a CAD reference file of the aftermarket part, 
this is then overlayed with the Genuine CAD file to 
ensure fitness for purpose, allowing the ACM Parts’ 
Aftermarket range to offer quality fitment assurance. 

Quality Assurance, Guarantee 

All of ACM Aftermarket parts include a 12 month guarantee: 
in the unlikely event a part fails, ACM Parts will cover the cost to replace the part. 

Aftermarket range includes:

Bonnets

Brackets & Supports

Bumpers

Condensers

Doors

Guards

Grills

Headlights/Taillights

Mirrors

Mouldings

Radiators

Tailgates
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For more information on our wide 
range of ACM Aftermarket Parts with 
nationwide delivery call our customer 
service team on 1800 226 727.

Direct  
fit

Unmatched 
quality check

45 brands  
in stock

Guaranteed 
performance

Owned 
dismantlers

Urgency  
to respond

Industry 
leading 
warranty

Extensive  
range

IT IS OUR MISSION 
TO REDEFINE REPAIR

ACM Parts is Australia’s largest provider of alternative and 
specialty parts to the automotive repair industry, keeping 
vehicles on Australian roads. We support better ways to 
repair vehicles by providing a choice of options to extend the 
life of a vehicle. Providing customers a comprehensive range 
of Reclaimed, Genuine, and Aftermarket parts to suit your 
repair needs. 

Setting the standard for service, product availability and 
quality assurance for the repair industry. Our unique and 
integrated model allows ACM Parts to control the supply 
chain of parts through ACM Parts dismantlers, demand 
tracking, and warehouse capabilities.

We offer our customers an easy, fast and cost effective 
solution for sourcing parts, which is backed by our limited 
lifetime guarantee. Visit our website for more information.


